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these six original essays focus on a potentially important aspect of evolutionary biology the

possible causal role of phenotypic behavior in evolution balancing theory with actual or

potential empiricism they provide the first full examination of this topic plotkin s opening

chapter outlines the conceptual minefields that the contributors attempt to negotiate what is an

adequate theory of evolution what is behavior and is it possible to maintain a distinction

between behavior and other attributes of the phenotype is all or only a special subset of

behavior both a cause and a consequence of evolution and what do the theoretical issues

mean in empirical terms he concludes that any attempt to understand the causal role of
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behavior in evolution requires a more complicated theoretical structure than that of orthodox

neodarwinism a conceptualization of behavior as a distinctive set of phenotypic attributes and

the accumulation of more data david l hull northwestern university provides an alternative

account of the evolutionary process by developing a hierarchy of replicators interactors

lineages to replace the traditional one of genes organisms species robert n brandon duke

university also posits hierarchy as an appropriate architecture for the theoretical complexity

needed to support an examination of the role of behavior in evolution f j odling smee brunei

university outlines a theoretical structure to encompass the behavior of phenotypes

concentrating on the unrestricted definition of behavior everything that an animal does the

remaining chapters are as much concerned with evidence as with theory plotkin concentrates

on a restricted definition of behavior behavior that is a product of choosing intelligence

reviewing our empirical knowledge of how learning might influence evolution r i m dunbar
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university college london uses empirical studies of vertebrate social behavior to deal with the

question of how the social systems especially of primates might have a causal role in species

evolution a bradford book the book covers fundamental issues such as the origins and

function of sexual reproduction mating behavior human mate choice patterns of violence in

families altruistic behavior the evolution of brain size and the origins of language the modular

mind and the relationship between genes and culture the current volume focuses on

behavioral similarities and differences within individual animals larger populations and species

as a whole research from ecological social ontogenetic physiological and other perspectives is

presented to explicate specific behaviors as well as to provide a more profound understanding

of how behavior work influences thought about evolutionary processes evolutionary behavioral

ecology presents a comprehensive treatment of theevolutionary and ecological processes

shaping behavior across a wide array of organisms and a diverse set of behaviors and is
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suitable as a graduate level text and as a sourcebook for professional scientists the

relationship between how we evolved and how we behave is a controversial and fascinating

field of study from how we choose a mate to how we socialize with other people the

evolutionary process has an enduring legacy on the way we view the world evolution and

behavior provides students with a thorough and accessible introduction to this growing

discipline placing evolutionary psychology in context with the core areas of psychology

developmental cognitive and social the book explores some of the most fundamental

questions we can ask about ourselves taking students through the principles of natural

selection it provides a nuanced understanding of key topics such as cognitive development

and the role of intelligence memory emotions and perception mental health and abnormal

psychology sexual reproduction and family relationships the development of culture

addressing a number of controversial debates in the field each chapter also includes concept
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boxes the definition of key terms chapter summaries and further reading this is the ideal

introductory textbook for anyone interested in evolutionary psychology it will provide not only

an essential overview of this emerging field but also deepen readers appreciation of the core

tenets of psychology as a whole the role of parents in shaping the characters of their children

the causes of violence and crime and the roots of personal unhappiness are central to

humanity like so many fundamental questions about human existence these issues all relate

to behavioural development in this lucid and accessible book eminent biologist professor sir

patrick bateson suggests that the nature nurture dichotomy we often use to think about

questions of development in both humans and animals is misleading instead he argues that

we should pay attention to whole systems rather than to simple causes when trying to

understand the complexity of development in his wide ranging approach bateson discusses

why so much behaviour appears to be well designed he explores issues such as imprinting
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and its importance to the attachment of offspring to their parents the mutual benefits that

characterise communication between parent and offspring the importance of play in learning

how to choose and control the optimal conditions in which to thrive and the vital function of

adaptability in the interplay between development and evolution bateson disputes the idea that

a simple link can be found between genetics and behaviour what an individual human or

animal does in its life depends on the reciprocal nature of its relationships with the world

about it this knowledge also points to ways in which an animal s own behaviour can provide

the variation that influences the subsequent course of evolution this has relevance not only for

our scientific approaches to the systems of development and evolution but also on how

humans change institutional rules that have become dysfunctional or design public health

measures when mismatches occur between themselves and their environments it affects how

we think about ourselves and our own capacity for change written in a lively and engaging
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manner this new work places evolutionary psychology within the broad sweep of our primate

heritage and the full scope of our evolutionary story beginning with the basics of evolution the

book first unpacks the far ranging saga of human evolution then moves on to examine motor

behavior and emotions sexual behavior and mate selection and higher cognition

communicative behavior and evolution presents the selected works of experts from different

scientific disciplines that investigate the evolution of communicative behavior the book is

composed of papers that study communicative behavior of humans and of different kinds of

animals the text contains articles that discuss attempts in the study of behavioral evolution

communication and human language the behavior genetic approach systems approach to

genetic and selection mechanisms investigation of interspecific communication and learned

language in chimpanzees zoologists ethologists beha dive into the captivating exploration of

the science of instincts evolution behavior and the secrets of human nature a comprehensive
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study unveiling the intricate interplay between instincts and human behavior delve into the

evolutionary origins of instincts their neurobiological underpinnings and their profound

influence on decision making social interactions and societal norms from understanding

instinctual responses to threat to examining the role of instincts in cultural evolution this

enlightening book offers fascinating insights into the complexities of human nature with

engaging discussions on instinctual learning moral development and societal implications this

book is a must read for anyone intrigued by the mysteries of human instincts and their impact

on our lives this book was first published in 1979 what is the relationship between behavior

and the processes which shape evolution why has behavior whether it amounts to no more

than a flower s reaction to light or encompasses the complexities of human thought been so

neglected by traditional evolutionary theory beginning with these questions jean piaget offers a

dazzling at time demanding inquiry into the state of our understanding of evolution this is a
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task that takes piaget from an investigation of the early giants darwin and lamarck to the

contributions of weiss and baldwin to the role of cybernetics along the way he outlines the

relation between instinct and evolution habits and acquired characteristics he criticizes those

who reduce the question to a genetic determinism and he challenges those who see no

qualitative difference between the evolution of anatomical structures and the evolution of

behavioral structures what piaget develops in this concise and remarkable work is a subtle

sophisticated theory of behavior in both the plant and the animal worlds drawing on his life s

work he argues that all organisms are active and creative and that the forms of organization

they create in their environment go to the heart of the meaning of behavior and the processes

of evolution a prolific writer on philosophy and biology as well as the father of the

development psychology he calls genetic epistemology jean piaget has had as his main area

of concern the genesis of abstract concepts classes relations numbers and physical concepts
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space speed chance time in the developing child his theories have been widely applied to

education this revised third edition provides an up to date comprehensive overview of the field

of comparative psychology integrating both evolutionary and developmental studies of brain

and behavior this book provides a unique combination of areas normally covered

independently to satisfy the requirements of comparative psychology courses papini ensures

thorough coverage of topics like the fundamentals of neural function the cognitive and

associative capacities of animals the development of the central nervous system and behavior

and the fossil record of animals including human ancestors this text includes many examples

drawn from the study of human behavior highlighting general and basic principles that apply

broadly to the animal kingdom new topics introduced in this edition include genetics

epigenetics neurobiological and cognitive advances made in recent years into this evolutionary

developmental framework an essential textbook for upper level undergraduate and graduate
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courses in comparative psychology animal behavior and evolutionary psychology

developmental psychology neuroscience and behavioral biology the daniel s lehrman

memorial symposia series will publish the proceedings of symposia devoted to the evolution

development and organization of behavior these various symposia will bring together at

intervals scientists studying problems from each of these view points the aim is to attempt to

integrate our knowledge derived from these different sources and to familiarize scientists

working on similar behavior patterns with the work of their colleagues in related fields of study

each volume therefore will be devoted to a specific topic in the field of animal behavior which

will be explored with respect to its evolutionary aspects including the adaptive nature of the

behav ior with respect to its developmental aspects including neural hor monal and

experiential influences and with respect to the analysis of features of organization including

motivational perceptual and motor aspects and their physiological bases it is our feeling that
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the most appropriate memorial to our colleague and close friend daniel s lehrman is the

continuation of his valuable contributions toward integrating these approaches to the study of

animal behavior which he pursued so effectively during his own life daniel s lehrman s lifelong

love and study of animal behavior gave us a wealth of new insights into reproductive behavior

and evolution it is therefore appropriate that the first symposium of this series is devoted to

recent advances in this field comparative psychology second edition is a core textbook for

senior undergraduate and graduate courses in comparative psychology animal behavior and

evolutionary psychology its main goal is to introduce the student to evolutionary and

developmental approaches to the study of animal behavior the structure of the book reflects

the principal areas of importance to psychology students studying animal behavior evolution

physiological issues learning and cognition development and social evolution throughout this

text includes many examples drawn from the study of human behavior highlighting general
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and basic principles that apply broadly to the animal kingdom during the 1990s there was an

upsurge of interest in the application of evolutionary thinking to the study of human behaviour

darwin s basic ideas concerning natural and sexual selection have been revised refined and

extended in scope this book is a response to the need for a student textbook dealing explicitly

with darwinism and human affairs it provides an overview of the key theoretical principles of

human sociobiology and evolutionary psychology and shows how they illuminate the way

humans think and behave it should be of value to psychology and biology undergraduates but

specifically those studying evolutionary psychology animal behaviour and evolutionary theory

sociobiology biological anthropology and behavioural ecology how do animals perceive the

world learn remember search for food or mates communicate and find their way around do

any nonhuman animals count imitate one another use a language or have a culture what are

the uses of cognition in nature and how might it have evolved what is the current status of
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darwin s claim that other species share the same mental powers as humans but to different

degrees in this completely revised second edition of cognition evolution and behavior sara

shettleworth addresses these questions among others by integrating findings from psychology

behavioral ecology and ethology in a unique and wide ranging synthesis of theory and

research on animal cognition in the broadest sense from species specific adaptations of vision

in fish and associative learning in rats to discussions of theory of mind in chimpanzees dogs

and ravens she reviews the latest research on topics such as episodic memory metacognition

and cooperation and other regarding behavior in animals as well as recent theories about

what makes human cognition unique in every part of this new edition shettleworth incorporates

findings and theoretical approaches that have emerged since the first edition was published in

1998 the chapters are now organized into three sections fundamental mechanisms perception

learning categorization memory physical cognition space time number physical causation and
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social cognition social knowledge social learning communication shettleworth has also added

new chapters on evolution and the brain and on numerical cognition and a new chapter on

physical causation that integrates theories of instrumental behavior with discussions of

foraging planning and tool using wim van der steen charts conceptual foundations of

evolutionary biology and on the basis of this he evaluates applications of evolutionary theory

outside biology philosophical analysis shows that key notions of the theory such as fitness

adaptation selection and optimality are empty place holder concepts that call for context

dependent specifications of meaning for example as he points out the notion of optimality is

empty without a specification of constraints hence the controversial thesis that animals

perform optimal behaviors as a result of natural selection is meaningless rather than true or

false analysis shows that many other controversies in evolutionary biology are spurious thus

the thesis of genic selectionism which puts genes at center stage in evolutionary theory is
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best reconstructed as an arbitrary conceptualization without substance disagreements over the

thesis are futile they reflect preferences for different conceptualizations which are ultimately

equivalent as concepts are properly specified van der steen asserts evolutionary theory turns

out to be a body of interesting natural history at a low level of generality general laws of

evolution do not exist hence evolutionary approaches do not allow sweeping claims about

human nature unfortunately in disciplines outside biology such claims are often defended with

evolutionary approaches evolutionary theory also cannot serve as a foundation for normative

views in ethics or epistemology this is an important and controversial work for scholars and

advanced researchers in biology and the philosophy of biology some of the most exciting

recent advances in animal behaviour have occurred at the interface between that subject and

the study of evolution this book written by experts in this area illustrates how the profound

changes in our understanding of evolution have influenced behavioural research its chapters
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span both studies of how behaviour itself has evolved dealing with topics such as comparative

studies the genetics of behaviour speciation and the evolution of sociality and of intelligence

and also the adaptiveness which this evolution has brought about with treatment of mating

and fighting strategies and theories of kinship and altruism behaviour and evolution will be

invaluable to senior undergraduate and graduate students of biology and psychology

especially those studying animal behaviour behavioural ecology sociobiology evolution ecology

and environmental biology provides a broad snapshot of recent findings showing how the

environment and genes influence behavior the great debate of nature versus nurture rages on

but our understanding of the genetic basis of many behaviors has expanded over the last

decade and there is now very good evidence showing that seemingly complex behaviours can

have relatively simple genetic underpinnings but also that most behaviours have very

complicated genetic and environmental architecture studies have also clearly shown that
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behaviors and other traits are influenced not just by genes and the environment but also by

the statistical interaction between the two this book aims to end the nature versus nurture

argument by showing that behaviors are nature and nurture and the interaction between the

two and by illustrating how single genes can explain some of the variation in behaviors even

when they are seemingly complex genes and behaviour beyond nature nurture puts to rest

the nature versus nurture dichotomy providing an up to date synopsis of where we are how

far we ve come and where we are headed it considers the effects of a dual inheritance of

genes and culture and genes and social environment and highlights how indirect genetic

effects can affect the evolution of behavior it also examines the effect of non self genes on

the behavior of hosts shines a light on the nature and nurturing of animal minds and invites us

to embrace all the complexity nature and nurture generates and more explores exciting new

findings about behavior and where we go from here features contributions by top scholars of
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the subject seeks to end the nature versus nurture debate forever genes and behaviour

beyond nature nurture is a unique and eye opening read that will appeal to ph d students post

doctoral fellows and researchers in evolution and behavior additionally the book will also be of

interest to geneticists sociologists and philosophers the relations between behavior evolution

and culture have been a subject of vigorous debate since the publication of darwin s the

descent of man 1871 the latest volume of perspectives in ethology brings anthropologists

ethologists psychologists and evolutionary theorists together to reexamine this important

relation with two exceptions the essays by brown and eldredge all of the present essays were

originally presented at the fifth biannual symposium on the science of behavior held in

guadalajara mexico in february 1998 the volume opens with the problem of the origins of

culture tackled from two different viewpoints by richerson and boyd and lancaster kaplan hill

and hurtado respectively richerson and boyd analyze the possible relations between climatic
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change in the pleistocene and the evo lution of social learning evaluating the boundary

conditions under which social learning could increase fitness and contribute to culture

lancaster kaplan hill and hurtado examine how a shift in the diet of the genus homo toward

difficult to acquire food could have determined or coe volved with unique features of the

human life cycle these two essays illus trate how techniques that range from computer

modeling to comparative behavioral analysis and that make use of a wide range of data can

be used for drawing inferences about past selection pressures as culture evolves it must

somehow find its place within and also affect a complex hierarchy of behavioral and biological

factors this book asks whether evolution can help us to understand human behaviour and

explores diverse evolutionary methods and arguments it provides a short readable introduction

to the science behind the works of dawkins dennett wilson and pinker it is widely used in

undergraduate courses around the world our understanding of the evolution of human
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behavior has grown enormously over the past few decades and an increasing number of

behavioral and social scientists are making use of evolutionary theory in their work to shed

light on issues ranging from marriage and parenting to the study of mental illness the success

of this research program is thre this book brings together current perspectives concerning the

manner in which human mind behavior and experience evolved in addition to the traditional

psychological literature it draws from work in the cognitive and affective neurosciences

ethology and genetics the focus will be on a unification and integration of evolutionary

understandings within a broader consideration this book proposes a new way to think about

evolution the author carefully brings together evidence from diverse fields of science in the

process he bridges the gaps between many different and usually seen as conflicting ideas to

present one integrative theory named once which stands for organic nonoptimal constrained

evolution the author argues that evolution is mainly driven by the behavioral choices and
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persistence of organisms themselves in a process in which darwinian natural selection is

mainly a secondary but still crucial evolutionary player within once evolution is therefore

generally made of mistakes and mismatches and trial and error situations and is not a

process where organisms engage in an incessant suffocating struggle in which they can t

thrive if they are not optimally adapted to their habitats and the external environment therefore

this unifying view incorporates a more comprehensive view of the diversity and complexity of

life by stressing that organisms are not merely passive evolutionary players under the rule of

external factors this insightful and well reasoned argument is based on numerous fascinating

case studies from a wide range of organisms including bacteria plants insects and diverse

examples from the evolution of our own species the book has an appeal to researchers

students teachers and those with an interest in the history and philosophy of science as well

as to the broader public as it brings life back into biology by emphasizing that organisms
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including humans are the key active players in evolution and thus in the future of life on this

wonderful planet this work is intended to portray the interrelationship of heredity individual

development and the evolution of species in a way that can be understood by nonspecialists

in striving to offer a straightforward historical exposition of the complex topic of nature and

nurture the author tells the story through a central cast of characters beginning with lamarck in

1809 and ending with a synthesis of his own that depicts how extragenetic behavioral

changes in individual development could be the first stages in the pathway leading to

evolutionary change on the way to that goal he describes relevant conceptual aspects of

genetics embryological development and evolutionary biology in a nontechnical and accurate

way for students and colleagues in the behavioral and social sciences the book presents a

highly selected review as a prelude to the description of a developmental theory of the

phenotype in which behavioral change leads eventually to evolutionary change this book grew
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out of an invited interdisciplinary course of lectures for advanced undergraduate and graduate

students at the university of colorado boulder presenting the various ways about thinking

about heredity individual development and evolution the author had three goals in mind to

establish the relevance of individual development to the evolution of species to describe the

most appropriate way to think about or conceptualize heredity in relation to individual

development to show that this somewhat unorthodox manner of conceptualizing heredity and

individual development gives rise to a new way to think about the behavioral pathway leading

to evolution in conclusion the present work will provide a contribution toward the possible

dissolution of the nature nurture dichotomy as well as a contribution to evolutionary theory an

acclaimed biologist draws on a wide range of his own and others research into the behavior of

fish birds whales and humans to reveal the failure of genetic determination to explain mating

behavior and the fundamental process of learning key features presents a contemporary
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snapshot of the mechanisms underlying the evolution and adaptation of behavior explores

how genetics epigenetics development and environment shape behavior discusses a broad

range of behavioral repertoires and responses including those related to thermoregulatory

foraging predatory displaying social and escape strategies examines physiological and

sensory mechanisms covers the effects of various aspects of global change on behavior with

chapters that focus on the impacts of climate change on hydroregulatory behavior and

behavioral responses to the effects of habitat alteration resulting from human mediated

change and colonization by invasive species lizards serve as focal organisms for many of

biological questions related to evolution ecology physiology and morphology they are studied

at multiple spatial and temporal scales from the individual to the community level this book

authored by expert contributors from around the world explores behaviors underlying the

evolution and adaptation of these organisms it covers conceptual empirical and
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methodological approaches to the understanding of the role that natural and sexual selection

play in molding the behavioral traits of lizards this thorough illustrated reference should

stimulate discussion of the conceptual and methodological approaches for studying the

behavioral traits of these fascinating and highly diverse vertebrates evolutionary ecology has

grown into an exciting and dynamic area of research in the biological sciences only recently

however has there been noteworthy progress in adapting theory concepts and models from

this fi eld for analysis of human behavior and evolution this volume highlights current research

in the field of animal behavior with an emphasis on evolutionary perspectives the contributors

represent paleontological field and experimental approaches they focus on a series of studies

that confront wide ranging issues including sexual selection mate choice differential parental

investment apparent altruism cooperative behavior and the relevance of phylogenetic

constraints and historical information the volume will be of special interest to evolutionary
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biologists behavioral ecologists and paleontologists the study of animal behaviour particularly

from evolutionary and ecological viewpoints has been one of the major growing points in

biology over the last 10 to 15 years the degree of quantitative rigour in theoretical

observational and experimental approaches to behaviour has increased dramatically as more

of the rapidly growing research literature be comes a basic requirement for students reading

animal behaviour at undergraduate level there is a need for a readily comprehensible text

covering all major aspects of behaviour study to accom pany their courses this book based on

my first second and third year under graduate lectures at the university of no ttingham is

designed to meet that requirement the book begins with a discussion of the physiological and

anatomical bases of behaviour the relationship between nervous system structure and function

and behaviour hormonal effects on behaviour biological c1ocks perceptual mechanisms and

stimulus filtering this leads to a consideration in chapter 2 of how the animal integrates
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internal and external stimuli in making decisions about its behaviour and the way natural

selection has shaped decision making processes and the organisation of motivation the first

two chapters therefore deal with the instigation or causation of behaviour within the animal

chapters 3 and 4 deal with developmental aspects of behaviour chapter 3 discusses

behaviour genetics inc1uding the relationship between specific genes and behaviour the

heritability of behaviour patterns the site of gene action in the body and the evolutionary

consequences of a genetic basis to behaviour this up to date review examines key areas of

animal behaviour including communication cognition conflict cooperation sexual selection and

behavioural variation various tests are covered including recent empirical examples the

behavior of animals an updated view of animal behavior studies featuring global experts the

behavior of animals second edition provides a broad overview of the current state of animal

behavior studies with contributions from international experts this edition includes new
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chapters on hormones and behavior individuality and human evolution all chapters have been

thoroughly revised and updated and are supported by color illustrations informative callouts

and accessible presentation of technical information provides an introduction to the study of

animal behavior looks at an extensive scope of topics from perception motivation and emotion

biological rhythms and animal learning to animal cognition communication mate choice and

individuality explores the evolution of animal behavior including a critical evaluation of the

assumption that human beings can be studied as if they were any other animal species

students will benefit from an updated textbook in which a variety of contributors provide their

expertise and global perspective in specialized areas this book is the culmination of many

years of research by a scientist renowned for his work in this field it contains a compilation of

the data dealing with the known stratigraphic ranges of varied behaviors chiefly animal with a

few plant and fungal and coevolved relations a significant part of the data consists of frozen
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behavior i e those in which an organism has been preserved while actually doing something

as contrasted with the interpretations of behavior of an organism deduced from functional

morphology important as the latter may be the conclusions drawn from this compilation

suggest that both behaviors and coevolved relations appear infrequently following which there

is relative fixity of the relation i e two rates of evolution very rapid and essentially zero this

conclusion complies well with the author s prior conclusion that community evolution followed

the same rate pattern in fact communities are regarded here as in large part expressions of

both behavior and coevolved relations rather than as random aggregates controlled almost

wholly by varied unrelated physical parameters tracked by organisms i e the concept that

communities have no biologic reality being merely statistical abstractions the book is illustrated

throughout with more than 400 photographs and drawings it will be of interest to ethologists

evolutionists parasitologists paleontologists and palaeobiologists at research and post
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graduate levels the science of human physical activity and fitness is ripe for a novel

theoretical framework that can integrate the ecological genetic physiological and psychological

factors that influence physical activity in humans physical inactivity dominates most developed

nations around the world and is among the leading causes of disease burden and death

worldwide despite the wide array of physical and mental health benefits few people get the

recommended level of physical activity to achieve these benefits current research on physical

activity has not as of yet been successful for the development of effective exercise

interventions several researchers have advocated a more integrative approach that takes

evolutionary history into account but such a framework has yet to be advanced to that aim the

first goal of this book is to present a comprehensive evolutionary and life history framework

that highlights the domain specific aspects of the evolved psychology and physiology that can

lead to a more integrated and complete understanding of physical activity across the lifespan
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it summarizes and extends previous work that has been done to understand the ways natural

selection has shaped physical activity in humans in traditional and modern economies and

environments in many ways humans are adapted to be physically active overall however

natural selection has shaped a flexible but energy conscious system that responds to

environmental and individual costs and benefits of physical activity to optimally allocate a finite

energetic budget across the lifespan this system is adapted to respond to cues of resource

scarcity and high levels of obligatory physical activity and conserves energy to favor allocation

in ways that increase the likelihood of reproductive success and survival this nuanced

application leads to a more thorough understanding of the circumstances that natural selection

is predicted to favor both sedentary and active behaviors in predictable ways across the

lifespan the second goal of this book is to synthesize and interpret cross disciplinary research

from biological and evolutionary anthropology and psychology epidemiology health psychology
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and exercise physiology that can illuminate original approaches to increase physical activity in

modern primarily sedentary contexts this includes a breakdown of the human lifespan to

discuss the predicted costs and benefits of physical activity at each stage of life in order to

differentiate the obstacles to physical activity and exercise that are functionally adaptive or

were in the environments that they evolved and identifying which factors are more modifiable

than others in order to develop interventions and environments that are more conducive to

physical activity normal 0 false false false en us ja x none style definitions table

msonormaltable mso style name table normal mso tstyle rowband size 0 mso tstyle colband

size 0 mso style noshow yes mso style priority 99 mso style parent mso padding alt 0in 5 4pt

0in 5 4pt mso para margin top 0in mso para margin right 0in mso para margin bottom 10 0pt

mso para margin left 0in line height 115 mso pagination widow orphan font size 11 0pt font

family calibri sans serif mso ascii font family calibri mso ascii theme font minor latin mso hansi
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Behavior and Evolution

1958

these six original essays focus on a potentially important aspect of evolutionary biology the

possible causal role of phenotypic behavior in evolution balancing theory with actual or

potential empiricism they provide the first full examination of this topic plotkin s opening

chapter outlines the conceptual minefields that the contributors attempt to negotiate what is an

adequate theory of evolution what is behavior and is it possible to maintain a distinction

between behavior and other attributes of the phenotype is all or only a special subset of

behavior both a cause and a consequence of evolution and what do the theoretical issues

mean in empirical terms he concludes that any attempt to understand the causal role of

behavior in evolution requires a more complicated theoretical structure than that of orthodox
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neodarwinism a conceptualization of behavior as a distinctive set of phenotypic attributes and

the accumulation of more data david l hull northwestern university provides an alternative

account of the evolutionary process by developing a hierarchy of replicators interactors

lineages to replace the traditional one of genes organisms species robert n brandon duke

university also posits hierarchy as an appropriate architecture for the theoretical complexity

needed to support an examination of the role of behavior in evolution f j odling smee brunei

university outlines a theoretical structure to encompass the behavior of phenotypes

concentrating on the unrestricted definition of behavior everything that an animal does the

remaining chapters are as much concerned with evidence as with theory plotkin concentrates

on a restricted definition of behavior behavior that is a product of choosing intelligence

reviewing our empirical knowledge of how learning might influence evolution r i m dunbar

university college london uses empirical studies of vertebrate social behavior to deal with the
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question of how the social systems especially of primates might have a causal role in species

evolution a bradford book

The Role of Behavior in Evolution

1988

the book covers fundamental issues such as the origins and function of sexual reproduction

mating behavior human mate choice patterns of violence in families altruistic behavior the

evolution of brain size and the origins of language the modular mind and the relationship

between genes and culture
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Evolution and Human Behavior

2000

the current volume focuses on behavioral similarities and differences within individual animals

larger populations and species as a whole research from ecological social ontogenetic

physiological and other perspectives is presented to explicate specific behaviors as well as to

provide a more profound understanding of how behavior work influences thought about

evolutionary processes

Perspectives in Ethology

1993-09-30
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evolutionary behavioral ecology presents a comprehensive treatment of theevolutionary and

ecological processes shaping behavior across a wide array of organisms and a diverse set of

behaviors and is suitable as a graduate level text and as a sourcebook for professional

scientists

Evolutionary Behavioral Ecology

2010-04

the relationship between how we evolved and how we behave is a controversial and

fascinating field of study from how we choose a mate to how we socialize with other people

the evolutionary process has an enduring legacy on the way we view the world evolution and

behavior provides students with a thorough and accessible introduction to this growing
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discipline placing evolutionary psychology in context with the core areas of psychology

developmental cognitive and social the book explores some of the most fundamental

questions we can ask about ourselves taking students through the principles of natural

selection it provides a nuanced understanding of key topics such as cognitive development

and the role of intelligence memory emotions and perception mental health and abnormal

psychology sexual reproduction and family relationships the development of culture

addressing a number of controversial debates in the field each chapter also includes concept

boxes the definition of key terms chapter summaries and further reading this is the ideal

introductory textbook for anyone interested in evolutionary psychology it will provide not only

an essential overview of this emerging field but also deepen readers appreciation of the core

tenets of psychology as a whole
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Evolution and Behavior

2015-09-16

the role of parents in shaping the characters of their children the causes of violence and crime

and the roots of personal unhappiness are central to humanity like so many fundamental

questions about human existence these issues all relate to behavioural development in this

lucid and accessible book eminent biologist professor sir patrick bateson suggests that the

nature nurture dichotomy we often use to think about questions of development in both

humans and animals is misleading instead he argues that we should pay attention to whole

systems rather than to simple causes when trying to understand the complexity of

development in his wide ranging approach bateson discusses why so much behaviour

appears to be well designed he explores issues such as imprinting and its importance to the
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attachment of offspring to their parents the mutual benefits that characterise communication

between parent and offspring the importance of play in learning how to choose and control the

optimal conditions in which to thrive and the vital function of adaptability in the interplay

between development and evolution bateson disputes the idea that a simple link can be found

between genetics and behaviour what an individual human or animal does in its life depends

on the reciprocal nature of its relationships with the world about it this knowledge also points

to ways in which an animal s own behaviour can provide the variation that influences the

subsequent course of evolution this has relevance not only for our scientific approaches to the

systems of development and evolution but also on how humans change institutional rules that

have become dysfunctional or design public health measures when mismatches occur

between themselves and their environments it affects how we think about ourselves and our

own capacity for change
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Behavior and Evolution

1958

written in a lively and engaging manner this new work places evolutionary psychology within

the broad sweep of our primate heritage and the full scope of our evolutionary story beginning

with the basics of evolution the book first unpacks the far ranging saga of human evolution

then moves on to examine motor behavior and emotions sexual behavior and mate selection

and higher cognition

Behaviour, Development and Evolution

2017-02-20
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communicative behavior and evolution presents the selected works of experts from different

scientific disciplines that investigate the evolution of communicative behavior the book is

composed of papers that study communicative behavior of humans and of different kinds of

animals the text contains articles that discuss attempts in the study of behavioral evolution

communication and human language the behavior genetic approach systems approach to

genetic and selection mechanisms investigation of interspecific communication and learned

language in chimpanzees zoologists ethologists beha

Evolutionary Psychology

2003

dive into the captivating exploration of the science of instincts evolution behavior and the
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secrets of human nature a comprehensive study unveiling the intricate interplay between

instincts and human behavior delve into the evolutionary origins of instincts their

neurobiological underpinnings and their profound influence on decision making social

interactions and societal norms from understanding instinctual responses to threat to

examining the role of instincts in cultural evolution this enlightening book offers fascinating

insights into the complexities of human nature with engaging discussions on instinctual

learning moral development and societal implications this book is a must read for anyone

intrigued by the mysteries of human instincts and their impact on our lives

Communicative Behavior and Evolution

1976
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this book was first published in 1979

Science of Instincts

2013-04-15

what is the relationship between behavior and the processes which shape evolution why has

behavior whether it amounts to no more than a flower s reaction to light or encompasses the

complexities of human thought been so neglected by traditional evolutionary theory beginning

with these questions jean piaget offers a dazzling at time demanding inquiry into the state of

our understanding of evolution this is a task that takes piaget from an investigation of the

early giants darwin and lamarck to the contributions of weiss and baldwin to the role of

cybernetics along the way he outlines the relation between instinct and evolution habits and
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acquired characteristics he criticizes those who reduce the question to a genetic determinism

and he challenges those who see no qualitative difference between the evolution of

anatomical structures and the evolution of behavioral structures what piaget develops in this

concise and remarkable work is a subtle sophisticated theory of behavior in both the plant and

the animal worlds drawing on his life s work he argues that all organisms are active and

creative and that the forms of organization they create in their environment go to the heart of

the meaning of behavior and the processes of evolution a prolific writer on philosophy and

biology as well as the father of the development psychology he calls genetic epistemology

jean piaget has had as his main area of concern the genesis of abstract concepts classes

relations numbers and physical concepts space speed chance time in the developing child his

theories have been widely applied to education
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Behaviour and Evolution

1978

this revised third edition provides an up to date comprehensive overview of the field of

comparative psychology integrating both evolutionary and developmental studies of brain and

behavior this book provides a unique combination of areas normally covered independently to

satisfy the requirements of comparative psychology courses papini ensures thorough coverage

of topics like the fundamentals of neural function the cognitive and associative capacities of

animals the development of the central nervous system and behavior and the fossil record of

animals including human ancestors this text includes many examples drawn from the study of

human behavior highlighting general and basic principles that apply broadly to the animal

kingdom new topics introduced in this edition include genetics epigenetics neurobiological and
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cognitive advances made in recent years into this evolutionary developmental framework an

essential textbook for upper level undergraduate and graduate courses in comparative

psychology animal behavior and evolutionary psychology developmental psychology

neuroscience and behavioral biology

Behavior and Evolution

2003-01

the daniel s lehrman memorial symposia series will publish the proceedings of symposia

devoted to the evolution development and organization of behavior these various symposia

will bring together at intervals scientists studying problems from each of these view points the

aim is to attempt to integrate our knowledge derived from these different sources and to
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familiarize scientists working on similar behavior patterns with the work of their colleagues in

related fields of study each volume therefore will be devoted to a specific topic in the field of

animal behavior which will be explored with respect to its evolutionary aspects including the

adaptive nature of the behav ior with respect to its developmental aspects including neural hor

monal and experiential influences and with respect to the analysis of features of organization

including motivational perceptual and motor aspects and their physiological bases it is our

feeling that the most appropriate memorial to our colleague and close friend daniel s lehrman

is the continuation of his valuable contributions toward integrating these approaches to the

study of animal behavior which he pursued so effectively during his own life daniel s lehrman

s lifelong love and study of animal behavior gave us a wealth of new insights into reproductive

behavior and evolution it is therefore appropriate that the first symposium of this series is

devoted to recent advances in this field
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Behavior and Evolution

2020-10-20

comparative psychology second edition is a core textbook for senior undergraduate and

graduate courses in comparative psychology animal behavior and evolutionary psychology its

main goal is to introduce the student to evolutionary and developmental approaches to the

study of animal behavior the structure of the book reflects the principal areas of importance to

psychology students studying animal behavior evolution physiological issues learning and

cognition development and social evolution throughout this text includes many examples

drawn from the study of human behavior highlighting general and basic principles that apply

broadly to the animal kingdom
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Comparative Psychology

2013-06-29

during the 1990s there was an upsurge of interest in the application of evolutionary thinking to

the study of human behaviour darwin s basic ideas concerning natural and sexual selection

have been revised refined and extended in scope this book is a response to the need for a

student textbook dealing explicitly with darwinism and human affairs it provides an overview of

the key theoretical principles of human sociobiology and evolutionary psychology and shows

how they illuminate the way humans think and behave it should be of value to psychology and

biology undergraduates but specifically those studying evolutionary psychology animal

behaviour and evolutionary theory sociobiology biological anthropology and behavioural

ecology
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Reproductive Behavior and Evolution

2010-10-18

how do animals perceive the world learn remember search for food or mates communicate

and find their way around do any nonhuman animals count imitate one another use a

language or have a culture what are the uses of cognition in nature and how might it have

evolved what is the current status of darwin s claim that other species share the same mental

powers as humans but to different degrees in this completely revised second edition of

cognition evolution and behavior sara shettleworth addresses these questions among others

by integrating findings from psychology behavioral ecology and ethology in a unique and wide

ranging synthesis of theory and research on animal cognition in the broadest sense from

species specific adaptations of vision in fish and associative learning in rats to discussions of
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theory of mind in chimpanzees dogs and ravens she reviews the latest research on topics

such as episodic memory metacognition and cooperation and other regarding behavior in

animals as well as recent theories about what makes human cognition unique in every part of

this new edition shettleworth incorporates findings and theoretical approaches that have

emerged since the first edition was published in 1998 the chapters are now organized into

three sections fundamental mechanisms perception learning categorization memory physical

cognition space time number physical causation and social cognition social knowledge social

learning communication shettleworth has also added new chapters on evolution and the brain

and on numerical cognition and a new chapter on physical causation that integrates theories

of instrumental behavior with discussions of foraging planning and tool using
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Comparative Psychology

2000

wim van der steen charts conceptual foundations of evolutionary biology and on the basis of

this he evaluates applications of evolutionary theory outside biology philosophical analysis

shows that key notions of the theory such as fitness adaptation selection and optimality are

empty place holder concepts that call for context dependent specifications of meaning for

example as he points out the notion of optimality is empty without a specification of

constraints hence the controversial thesis that animals perform optimal behaviors as a result

of natural selection is meaningless rather than true or false analysis shows that many other

controversies in evolutionary biology are spurious thus the thesis of genic selectionism which

puts genes at center stage in evolutionary theory is best reconstructed as an arbitrary
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conceptualization without substance disagreements over the thesis are futile they reflect

preferences for different conceptualizations which are ultimately equivalent as concepts are

properly specified van der steen asserts evolutionary theory turns out to be a body of

interesting natural history at a low level of generality general laws of evolution do not exist

hence evolutionary approaches do not allow sweeping claims about human nature

unfortunately in disciplines outside biology such claims are often defended with evolutionary

approaches evolutionary theory also cannot serve as a foundation for normative views in

ethics or epistemology this is an important and controversial work for scholars and advanced

researchers in biology and the philosophy of biology
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Evolution and Human Behaviour

2010-04-10

some of the most exciting recent advances in animal behaviour have occurred at the interface

between that subject and the study of evolution this book written by experts in this area

illustrates how the profound changes in our understanding of evolution have influenced

behavioural research its chapters span both studies of how behaviour itself has evolved

dealing with topics such as comparative studies the genetics of behaviour speciation and the

evolution of sociality and of intelligence and also the adaptiveness which this evolution has

brought about with treatment of mating and fighting strategies and theories of kinship and

altruism behaviour and evolution will be invaluable to senior undergraduate and graduate

students of biology and psychology especially those studying animal behaviour behavioural
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ecology sociobiology evolution ecology and environmental biology

Cognition, Evolution, and Behavior

2000-06-30

provides a broad snapshot of recent findings showing how the environment and genes

influence behavior the great debate of nature versus nurture rages on but our understanding

of the genetic basis of many behaviors has expanded over the last decade and there is now

very good evidence showing that seemingly complex behaviours can have relatively simple

genetic underpinnings but also that most behaviours have very complicated genetic and

environmental architecture studies have also clearly shown that behaviors and other traits are

influenced not just by genes and the environment but also by the statistical interaction
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between the two this book aims to end the nature versus nurture argument by showing that

behaviors are nature and nurture and the interaction between the two and by illustrating how

single genes can explain some of the variation in behaviors even when they are seemingly

complex genes and behaviour beyond nature nurture puts to rest the nature versus nurture

dichotomy providing an up to date synopsis of where we are how far we ve come and where

we are headed it considers the effects of a dual inheritance of genes and culture and genes

and social environment and highlights how indirect genetic effects can affect the evolution of

behavior it also examines the effect of non self genes on the behavior of hosts shines a light

on the nature and nurturing of animal minds and invites us to embrace all the complexity

nature and nurture generates and more explores exciting new findings about behavior and

where we go from here features contributions by top scholars of the subject seeks to end the

nature versus nurture debate forever genes and behaviour beyond nature nurture is a unique
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and eye opening read that will appeal to ph d students post doctoral fellows and researchers

in evolution and behavior additionally the book will also be of interest to geneticists

sociologists and philosophers

Evolution as Natural History

1994-09-15

the relations between behavior evolution and culture have been a subject of vigorous debate

since the publication of darwin s the descent of man 1871 the latest volume of perspectives in

ethology brings anthropologists ethologists psychologists and evolutionary theorists together to

reexamine this important relation with two exceptions the essays by brown and eldredge all of

the present essays were originally presented at the fifth biannual symposium on the science
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of behavior held in guadalajara mexico in february 1998 the volume opens with the problem of

the origins of culture tackled from two different viewpoints by richerson and boyd and

lancaster kaplan hill and hurtado respectively richerson and boyd analyze the possible

relations between climatic change in the pleistocene and the evo lution of social learning

evaluating the boundary conditions under which social learning could increase fitness and

contribute to culture lancaster kaplan hill and hurtado examine how a shift in the diet of the

genus homo toward difficult to acquire food could have determined or coe volved with unique

features of the human life cycle these two essays illus trate how techniques that range from

computer modeling to comparative behavioral analysis and that make use of a wide range of

data can be used for drawing inferences about past selection pressures as culture evolves it

must somehow find its place within and also affect a complex hierarchy of behavioral and

biological factors
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Behaviour and Evolution

2019-04-15

this book asks whether evolution can help us to understand human behaviour and explores

diverse evolutionary methods and arguments it provides a short readable introduction to the

science behind the works of dawkins dennett wilson and pinker it is widely used in

undergraduate courses around the world

Genes and Behaviour

2013-06-29

our understanding of the evolution of human behavior has grown enormously over the past
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few decades and an increasing number of behavioral and social scientists are making use of

evolutionary theory in their work to shed light on issues ranging from marriage and parenting

to the study of mental illness the success of this research program is thre

Perspectives in Ethology

2011-04-07

this book brings together current perspectives concerning the manner in which human mind

behavior and experience evolved in addition to the traditional psychological literature it draws

from work in the cognitive and affective neurosciences ethology and genetics the focus will be

on a unification and integration of evolutionary understandings within a broader consideration
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Sense and Nonsense

2019-05-20

this book proposes a new way to think about evolution the author carefully brings together

evidence from diverse fields of science in the process he bridges the gaps between many

different and usually seen as conflicting ideas to present one integrative theory named once

which stands for organic nonoptimal constrained evolution the author argues that evolution is

mainly driven by the behavioral choices and persistence of organisms themselves in a

process in which darwinian natural selection is mainly a secondary but still crucial evolutionary

player within once evolution is therefore generally made of mistakes and mismatches and trial

and error situations and is not a process where organisms engage in an incessant suffocating

struggle in which they can t thrive if they are not optimally adapted to their habitats and the
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external environment therefore this unifying view incorporates a more comprehensive view of

the diversity and complexity of life by stressing that organisms are not merely passive

evolutionary players under the rule of external factors this insightful and well reasoned

argument is based on numerous fascinating case studies from a wide range of organisms

including bacteria plants insects and diverse examples from the evolution of our own species

the book has an appeal to researchers students teachers and those with an interest in the

history and philosophy of science as well as to the broader public as it brings life back into

biology by emphasizing that organisms including humans are the key active players in

evolution and thus in the future of life on this wonderful planet
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That Complex Whole

2013

this work is intended to portray the interrelationship of heredity individual development and the

evolution of species in a way that can be understood by nonspecialists in striving to offer a

straightforward historical exposition of the complex topic of nature and nurture the author tells

the story through a central cast of characters beginning with lamarck in 1809 and ending with

a synthesis of his own that depicts how extragenetic behavioral changes in individual

development could be the first stages in the pathway leading to evolutionary change on the

way to that goal he describes relevant conceptual aspects of genetics embryological

development and evolutionary biology in a nontechnical and accurate way for students and

colleagues in the behavioral and social sciences the book presents a highly selected review
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as a prelude to the description of a developmental theory of the phenotype in which

behavioral change leads eventually to evolutionary change this book grew out of an invited

interdisciplinary course of lectures for advanced undergraduate and graduate students at the

university of colorado boulder presenting the various ways about thinking about heredity

individual development and evolution the author had three goals in mind to establish the

relevance of individual development to the evolution of species to describe the most

appropriate way to think about or conceptualize heredity in relation to individual development

to show that this somewhat unorthodox manner of conceptualizing heredity and individual

development gives rise to a new way to think about the behavioral pathway leading to

evolution in conclusion the present work will provide a contribution toward the possible

dissolution of the nature nurture dichotomy as well as a contribution to evolutionary theory
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Evolutionary Psychology: Neuroscience Perspectives

concerning Human Behavior and Experience

2017-03-08

an acclaimed biologist draws on a wide range of his own and others research into the

behavior of fish birds whales and humans to reveal the failure of genetic determination to

explain mating behavior and the fundamental process of learning

Evolution Driven by Organismal Behavior

2001-09
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key features presents a contemporary snapshot of the mechanisms underlying the evolution

and adaptation of behavior explores how genetics epigenetics development and environment

shape behavior discusses a broad range of behavioral repertoires and responses including

those related to thermoregulatory foraging predatory displaying social and escape strategies

examines physiological and sensory mechanisms covers the effects of various aspects of

global change on behavior with chapters that focus on the impacts of climate change on

hydroregulatory behavior and behavioral responses to the effects of habitat alteration resulting

from human mediated change and colonization by invasive species lizards serve as focal

organisms for many of biological questions related to evolution ecology physiology and

morphology they are studied at multiple spatial and temporal scales from the individual to the

community level this book authored by expert contributors from around the world explores

behaviors underlying the evolution and adaptation of these organisms it covers conceptual
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empirical and methodological approaches to the understanding of the role that natural and

sexual selection play in molding the behavioral traits of lizards this thorough illustrated

reference should stimulate discussion of the conceptual and methodological approaches for

studying the behavioral traits of these fascinating and highly diverse vertebrates

Individual Development and Evolution

2000

evolutionary ecology has grown into an exciting and dynamic area of research in the biological

sciences only recently however has there been noteworthy progress in adapting theory

concepts and models from this fi eld for analysis of human behavior and evolution
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The Imitation Factor

2019-02-06

this volume highlights current research in the field of animal behavior with an emphasis on

evolutionary perspectives the contributors represent paleontological field and experimental

approaches they focus on a series of studies that confront wide ranging issues including

sexual selection mate choice differential parental investment apparent altruism cooperative

behavior and the relevance of phylogenetic constraints and historical information the volume

will be of special interest to evolutionary biologists behavioral ecologists and paleontologists
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Behavior of Lizards

1967

the study of animal behaviour particularly from evolutionary and ecological viewpoints has

been one of the major growing points in biology over the last 10 to 15 years the degree of

quantitative rigour in theoretical observational and experimental approaches to behaviour has

increased dramatically as more of the rapidly growing research literature be comes a basic

requirement for students reading animal behaviour at undergraduate level there is a need for

a readily comprehensible text covering all major aspects of behaviour study to accom pany

their courses this book based on my first second and third year under graduate lectures at the

university of no ttingham is designed to meet that requirement the book begins with a

discussion of the physiological and anatomical bases of behaviour the relationship between
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nervous system structure and function and behaviour hormonal effects on behaviour biological

c1ocks perceptual mechanisms and stimulus filtering this leads to a consideration in chapter 2

of how the animal integrates internal and external stimuli in making decisions about its

behaviour and the way natural selection has shaped decision making processes and the

organisation of motivation the first two chapters therefore deal with the instigation or causation

of behaviour within the animal chapters 3 and 4 deal with developmental aspects of behaviour

chapter 3 discusses behaviour genetics inc1uding the relationship between specific genes and

behaviour the heritability of behaviour patterns the site of gene action in the body and the

evolutionary consequences of a genetic basis to behaviour
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Evolution and Modification of Behavior

1986-08-14

this up to date review examines key areas of animal behaviour including communication

cognition conflict cooperation sexual selection and behavioural variation various tests are

covered including recent empirical examples

Evolutionary Ecology and Human Behavior

2012-12-06

the behavior of animals an updated view of animal behavior studies featuring global experts

the behavior of animals second edition provides a broad overview of the current state of
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animal behavior studies with contributions from international experts this edition includes new

chapters on hormones and behavior individuality and human evolution all chapters have been

thoroughly revised and updated and are supported by color illustrations informative callouts

and accessible presentation of technical information provides an introduction to the study of

animal behavior looks at an extensive scope of topics from perception motivation and emotion

biological rhythms and animal learning to animal cognition communication mate choice and

individuality explores the evolution of animal behavior including a critical evaluation of the

assumption that human beings can be studied as if they were any other animal species

students will benefit from an updated textbook in which a variety of contributors provide their

expertise and global perspective in specialized areas
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Evolution of Animal Behavior

2010-04-03

this book is the culmination of many years of research by a scientist renowned for his work in

this field it contains a compilation of the data dealing with the known stratigraphic ranges of

varied behaviors chiefly animal with a few plant and fungal and coevolved relations a

significant part of the data consists of frozen behavior i e those in which an organism has

been preserved while actually doing something as contrasted with the interpretations of

behavior of an organism deduced from functional morphology important as the latter may be

the conclusions drawn from this compilation suggest that both behaviors and coevolved

relations appear infrequently following which there is relative fixity of the relation i e two rates

of evolution very rapid and essentially zero this conclusion complies well with the author s
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prior conclusion that community evolution followed the same rate pattern in fact communities

are regarded here as in large part expressions of both behavior and coevolved relations rather

than as random aggregates controlled almost wholly by varied unrelated physical parameters

tracked by organisms i e the concept that communities have no biologic reality being merely

statistical abstractions the book is illustrated throughout with more than 400 photographs and

drawings it will be of interest to ethologists evolutionists parasitologists paleontologists and

palaeobiologists at research and post graduate levels

Animal Behaviour

2021-12-29

the science of human physical activity and fitness is ripe for a novel theoretical framework that
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can integrate the ecological genetic physiological and psychological factors that influence

physical activity in humans physical inactivity dominates most developed nations around the

world and is among the leading causes of disease burden and death worldwide despite the

wide array of physical and mental health benefits few people get the recommended level of

physical activity to achieve these benefits current research on physical activity has not as of

yet been successful for the development of effective exercise interventions several

researchers have advocated a more integrative approach that takes evolutionary history into

account but such a framework has yet to be advanced to that aim the first goal of this book is

to present a comprehensive evolutionary and life history framework that highlights the domain

specific aspects of the evolved psychology and physiology that can lead to a more integrated

and complete understanding of physical activity across the lifespan it summarizes and extends

previous work that has been done to understand the ways natural selection has shaped
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physical activity in humans in traditional and modern economies and environments in many

ways humans are adapted to be physically active overall however natural selection has

shaped a flexible but energy conscious system that responds to environmental and individual

costs and benefits of physical activity to optimally allocate a finite energetic budget across the

lifespan this system is adapted to respond to cues of resource scarcity and high levels of

obligatory physical activity and conserves energy to favor allocation in ways that increase the

likelihood of reproductive success and survival this nuanced application leads to a more

thorough understanding of the circumstances that natural selection is predicted to favor both

sedentary and active behaviors in predictable ways across the lifespan the second goal of this

book is to synthesize and interpret cross disciplinary research from biological and evolutionary

anthropology and psychology epidemiology health psychology and exercise physiology that

can illuminate original approaches to increase physical activity in modern primarily sedentary
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contexts this includes a breakdown of the human lifespan to discuss the predicted costs and

benefits of physical activity at each stage of life in order to differentiate the obstacles to

physical activity and exercise that are functionally adaptive or were in the environments that

they evolved and identifying which factors are more modifiable than others in order to develop

interventions and environments that are more conducive to physical activity normal 0 false
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margin right 0in mso para margin bottom 10 0pt mso para margin left 0in line height 115 mso

pagination widow orphan font size 11 0pt font family calibri sans serif mso ascii font family
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Animal Behaviour: Evolution and Mechanisms

2013-10-22

The Behavior of Animals

2014-01-15

Evolutionary Paleobiology of Behavior and Coevolution

2016-03-29
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Reproductive Behavior and Evolution

1981

Human Physical Fitness and Activity

Behaviour and Evolution
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